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PREFACE
This report is the result of the common effort of the course members of the Integrated
Management Course (IMC) for Junior Staff of EPADP.
As an overall evaluation of the course the participants where invited to write this report in
which they could relate the different subjects of the programme to the needs and requirements of themselves and their organization.
The report can be considered as a summary, an explanation and a knowledge-transfer into
the organization of the main topics and priorities which the participants already described
daily in their learnersreports.
To emphasize the importance of this activity the report writing was well introduced, guided
and commented during the course.
Course leaders, trainers and instructors experienced a very fruitful course with the course
members. They were very active, participative and conscientious.
We are sure that they will make great use of their new insights and skills.
We wish them all the best.

Mrs. Philie van Veen
coordinator IMC
November 1990

INTRODUCTION
1.

We present this report to the chairman of EPADP.

2.

The objectives of this report are:
- to inform our collegues, who are working for the authority, about the topics
discussed during the course.
- to help us remember what we learned and review it whenever we want.

3.

The objectives of the course are:
- to improve the qualitative and quantitative aspects of design, installation,
maintenance and renovation of drainage works.
- to improve the planning, management and organization of projects.
- to look at the organization as a changing body.

4.

General information about the course:
- this course is organized by the Ministry of Transport and Public Works, Directorate
Flevoland (DF1) for the EPADP Junior Staff from September 10th to November
2nd, 1990.
- the course is divided into two parts:
part I is technical
pan II is managerial.
- part I gives new information and skills about drainage activities of design,
execution, maintenance of drainage systems.
- part II is concentrated on improving the managerial skills in relation to our role as
first line managers.
- the course started with a general introduction about The Netherlands, its people,
culture, education, religion and so on and a general idea about the cooperation
between EPADP and DF1. The general introduction gives also a general idea about
Zuiderzee project to have a knowledge about how Dutch people could protect the
old land from the sea and reclaim new areas of land.
After the introduction there are two parts:
- Part I: Technical aspects of drainage
This part is subdivided into:
a. organization of land reclamation in the IJsselmeerpolders.
b. drainage in urban areas.
c. drainage in agriculture area.
d. construction and maintenance of dikes and water canals.
e. quality control of drainage pipes.
f. checking of new installed drains.
All of these elements were part of Drainage executive and maintenance. Also topics
were presented on Drainage design and research and on surveying.
Part I was presented through a mix of lectures and field visits. This part enabled us
to know the differences between the drainage system in Egypt and The Netherlands,
the new technology used in execution and maintenance of drainage systems and the
methods used to check installed drains.

Part II: Managerial aspects
This part is subdivided mainly into two parts:
a. some background information on management.
b. the practice of management.
In this part of the course we had a general background about management,
organization as changing body, leadership and communication. The practical part of
management contained field visits to make time and motion studies for V-plow and
chain-digger laying machines to compare the capacity of the two machines. In this
part also we studied how to use these data to plan and organize work in an area of
30,000 feddan.

PART I. TECHNICAL ASPECTS
1.

General Introduction
Period
10 & 11 Sept 1990
Trainers
Mr Nijland and Mr Staverman
Main points
*
Cooperation between Egypt and The Netherlands on land
drainage
*
Organization of Landreclamation in the IJsselmeerpolders
*
The Netherlands
*
Comments

*
An
are
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Cooperation between Egypt and The Netherlands on land drainage
Advisory Panel on land drainage was established in 1975. The activities of this Panel
as follows:
The Drainage Panel Project.
The Pilot Areas and Drainage Technology Project.
The Reuse of Drainage Water Projects.
The Fayoum water and salt Balance Model Project.
The Project of feasibility of vertical drainage in the Nile.
The Drainage Executive Management Project.
International Symposium on land drainage in Egypt 1989.
Publication of a book about land drainage in Egypt.
Water storage in the lakes.

The Panel consists of 7 Egyptian and 7 Dutch members, who have experience in drainage,
land reclamation and water management. The Panel meets twice a year: once in Egypt and
once in The Netherlands to review the progress in projects, to advise on solving problems
and to give recommendations on relevant items.
*

Organization of Landreclamation in the IJsselmeerpolders

Introduction
The Zuiderzeeproject is a human project to gain a large area of land from the sea. First
"about 5000 years ago" fishermen and humans lived on the highest parts to avoid floods.
The people began to build dikes and dams to reclaim about 225,000 ha and improve water
management including the creation of fresh water basins, improving the communication
between the western and the northern parts of the country.
The Zuiderzeeproject is the largest landreclamation project of The Netherlands.
It is a well defined project to reclame 200,000 ha for the Zuiderzee which is 400,000 ha.
The objectives of the project are protecting the surrounding area against flooding,
reclaiming new land, improving water control and improvement of communications.
Big projects have a chance of success only when one organization is responsible. In the
Llsselmeerpolders-project the responsible person is the Minister of Traffic and Public
Works. He had two major-organizations at his disposal:
The Directorate of the Zuiderzeeworks and The Usselmeer Development Authority.
Organization:
In a large project of land reclamation planning is a very important activity, especially
because the type of land use has to be decided. During the reclamation of the polders
gradually more and more types of land use had to be considered.
There are three major types of land use:
1. The land for agriculture or being planted with wood.
2. Nearly a quarter of the total area is being used for building a new town.
3. The large nature reserve.
This means that land use constraints are effecting the planning very much, but also
procedural constraints.
In the IJsselmeerpolders the minister of Traffic and Public Works is the highest authority in
town and country planning. He follows voluntarily similar procedures as in the rest of The
8

Netherlands.
In planning there are three major fases: research, design and approval. The research done
for land use plans is both sociological and physical.
As for the IJsselmeerpolders Development Authority this research is done by the Authority
itself and there is also a frequent contact with universities. The main objective for research
is giving the land the optimal use, therefore it is very important to know all specifications
of the soil.
Organization of execution:
In execution the IJsselmeerpolders-project many organizations are involved as shown in
scheme 1.
The
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

works are:
Building a more or less circular dike in a lake.
In the closed lake inside the dikes and canals are being dredged.
A pumping station is built in the dike.
When that is finished, the pumping station pumps the water away.
After that the actual reclamation begins in which mud is turned into arable land.

As seen in scheme 1 cultivation is done by the Development Authority itself. The main
objective of cultivation is the draining and areating of the soil. At the end of five year's
period the soil is ripened, water is replaced by air and all kind of crops can be grown.
In planning the execution first of all every aspect and detail of the works to be executed
have to be analysed. After that, the mutual relations between the elements and activities
have to be surveyed. Then a relation-diagram can be drawn. This network relation can be
computerized. Adding amounts of money to activities then produces a draft working plan.
This yearly plan is approved by the minister, after which funds are available. The whole
cultivation activity is recorded and stored in a central computer, so that one information
system is available for all kind of purpose.

Scheme 1: Works to reclaim a polder (Estimated time schedule)
YEARS
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* The Netherlands
a. The country and its population
The country's formal name is "The Netherlands" meaning the low countries (below
sealevel). "Holland" is in fact the name of the western part of the country; at present the
two most heavily populated provences.
The Dutch people themselves call their country "Holland" only in informal situations, and
in the context of International Trade. Since this name is more identifiable when adapted in
other languages. Purists insist, however, that the only proper name of the country is "The
Netherlands". The country borders in the east on Germany, in the south on Belgium and in
the north and west on the North Sea.
Some 14.5 million people live on an area that is less than 40,000 square kilometers. This
means an average density of 400 people per km2. This is indeed just an average, because
60% of the population lives in an area that covers one-sixth of the country.
b. Land: precious commodity
Land is very precious in The Netherlands and some authors claim that the special
relationship between the Dutch and their land, which they have so painstakingly reclaimed
for the sea or converted from swamp, has shaped their character. Whedier it has shaped
their character or not, the Dutch learn a great deal about water management in the regular
geography courses they get at school. Their history has been a constant struggle to tame the
natural forces of water and they love the saying that "God made the world but the Dutch
made Holland themselves".
c. The life of every day
The climate
Cool summers, mild winters. This is typical of the marine climate. In the morning there
may be bright sunshine but within a few hours the wind can change direction and all of a
sudden a cold gale is blowing in from the west. Of course days can also start out badly and
end well.
In winter (December - February) there are not too many days below freezing, and although
you will probably see snow, there is seldom a lot of it. The wintercold is penetrating,
however, because it is often wet and very windy. In the summer months (June - August)
there will be a few fairly hot days (above 25° is considered a heat wave). In the months
between, the temperature will vary between about 5°C to 15°C during the day.
Education
The education system in The Netherlands is similar to the education system in Egypt.
1. Young children, from 4-6 years, can go to the custody.
2. Children from 6-12 years go to primary school, which is compulsory for all the
children.
3. After finishing the primary school one can choose the kind of study in the continuing
education, the duration ranging from 4-6 years. After the four years a student will be
qualified for technical works. After five years he will be qualified for high vocational
education. After six years he will be ready for university.
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Religion
About two third of the population is christian, half catholic and half protectant. There are
also some Moslems. More than 23% of the population has no religion. Whatever your
religion is, you will have the same chance in the different activities of life in The
Netherlands.
Transportation
The Netherlands lies on the Northsea and at the mouth of the rivers Rhine, Meuse and
Scheldt. That helps it to play an important role in the international transportation.
Rotterdam is considered the most important port in Europe. Transporting goods using
ships is the cheapest way. There is especially a good network of rivers and canals.
The public transportation network extends to every corner in Holland. There is a
railway network between the big cities which is the cheapest way of transportation.
Besides the public transportation, people use their own means. The Netherlands is well
known with its bicycles, both poor and rich people use the bicycles. There are even
members of the Parliament who go to work by bicycle. Nearly every family living in
The Netherlands has one or more than one private car.
Food
The traditional Dutch diet is plain, consisting primarily of bread and vegetables; bread with
cheese, thinly sliced cold meat, or jam for breakfast. Much the same for lunch with
possible addition of soup, salad or fruit and for the eveningmeal large quantities of potatoes
and vegetables, together with a relatively small serving of meat of fish. As you would
expect this traditional diet is also the most economical in Holland. Vegetables especially are
plentiful, of high quality and quite cheap.
d. The governmental system of The Netherlands
The governmental system consists of three levels:
1.

The national level:
The Netherlands is a constitutional monarchy with a parlementary system. The
Parliament consists of two chambers (houses):
a. The Senate which is elected by the members of 12 provincial Parliaments, every 4
years and it consists of 75 members.
b. The Second Chamber is directly elected (every 4 years, 150 members) by the Dutch
citizens.
The sovereign and the (fourteen) ministers form the executive government.

2.

The regional level
The Netherlands is divided into 12 provinces. An executive council and a general body
form the Province Council (the regional Parliament). The Councilors and the
executives are elected by the inhabitants of the Province. The chairman, a Queen on
the recommendation of the Cabinet.

3.

The local level
The several municipalities (towns and villages) have a chairman, called the Mayor,
who is not elected but appointed by the Queen (on recommendation of the Cabinet).
The municipalities also have an elected executive council and a municipal council.
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*

Comments

1.

It is important to continue the cooperation between Egypt and Holland in land drainage
to improve the qualitative and the quantitative aspects of design, installation,
maintenance and renovation of the drainage works.

2.

We think it is useful to spend a day with a Dutch family to gain an insight about the
customs of the people in Holland. So we suggest to increase the period of the
introduction with one day.

3.

We are very impressed with the Dutch life, the clean cities, the tidy houses with
gardens and the kindness of the people.

4.

The way you used to gain and reclaim lands from the sea admires us.

5.

For a project as comprehensive as the IJsselmeerpolders project in Egypt nearly all
ministers have some responsibility to a greaster of less extent. For the benefit of the
project these responsibilities have to be coordinated. Big projects only have a chance of
success when in the end one person or organization is responsible. Therefore in land
reclamation projects the responsible person should be the minister of Public Works and
Waterresources.

6.

In landreclamation the Government should not only come to provide the necessary
infrastructural (civil engineering) works but should also take the risks during the first
years of crop growing; this stage is an essential part of the reclamation process. At a
later stage the land should then rented out or sold by the Government.
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2.

Drainage execution and maintenance of drainage systems
Period
: 12th - 24th of September 1990
Instructors
: Mr Voortman, Mr van Zeijts and Mr Balgobind
Main points
: * Drainage in urban area
* Drainage in agricultural area
* Dikes and open channels
* Quality control of drainage pipes
* Checking of installed drains
* Comments
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*

Drainage in urban area

A drainage system in urban areas is executed to keep the level of groundwater table at the
depth of 70 cm minimum at midway of drain pipes below soil surface, that by laying p.v.e.
drain pipes 60 mm around the building areas at a depth of 120 cm below soil surface shown
in fig no 1.
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Simplified models used in execution of drainage systems in urban areas are:
1. single system, average depth of 160 cm, fig no 2.
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Executing drainage systems operation is after laying sand layer about 100 cm above the
natural clay soil.
Materials and requirements
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Lateral drain pipes: corrugated p.v.e. 60 mm 0 with envelope material:
° polypropylene fibers
° coconut fibers
0
polystyrene granules.
Collector drains: p.v.c. (start 160 mm up to 400, 500 mm).
Man holes: with a metal object placed on the top.
Trenches: Their function is to keep dry the surrounding area of collector drain.
Fittings, p.v.c. connection: For lateral drainpipes and maintenance points, placed on
the collector drains.
Maintenance points: A corrugated p.v.c. pipe is placed with curve towards a depth of
50 cm below ground level. With reinforced concrete tile for composite drainage
system.

Maintenance of drainage system in urban area.
The drainage maintenance consists of cleaning by flushing the drainpipes. Flushing is
carried out during the winter months, because the drains are then discharging water. It is
once per 2 years that flush points have been attached to each lateral drain in order to carry
out maintenance work.
The operation consists of:
find and mark the concrete tile by a metal detector.
the tiles are then dug up with hydraulic crane and the area is cleared for flushing by
flushing machine with rate 600 km/every year.
usually operations can be carried out by two persons and the watersupply is carried out
by one person.
production of one flushing machine is 500m2/hour.
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Excursions
1.
2.
3.

Visit to site preparation "material, equipments".
Maintenance operations for composite drainage system.
Visit to Wavin factory to see drain pipe p.v.c. and its fitting.

*

Drainage in agriculture

After reclamation of polders area a drainage system is necessary to keep water groundlevel
below the surface of ground and dry.
Efficient drainage of the polders is ensured by the following elements:
open field drains; after some years replaced by subsurface pipe drains.
ditches.
main ditches.
canals.
pumping stations.
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Lauwerszeeproject
The installation of the collector drains
Before the execution of the collector drains dewatering by wells is very important to keep
the groundwaterlevel below the collector drains (approx. 1.8 m below groundlevel). The
main reason for this is that a horizontal system can remain in the soil after the operations
and can be reused. With a drainage trencher at a distance of three meters on both sides of
the axis of the planned collector drain, a drain pipe is laid at a depth of 0,7 m below the
bottom of the collector drain.
Collector drains
A collector drain in the Marnewaard (military area). The diameter of the pipes is 160 mm
at its starting point and up to 400 or 500 mm at its end. The material of which these pipes
consists is p.v.c. with a companying spigot and socket joints with the length of the pipes,
10 m.
Manholes
It is necessary to make a manhole in the collector drains. It is to be used in the maintenance
work.
These manholes are made at a distance of approx. 150 m and are constructed at the same
time as the collector drains. A manhole is also used at the points of dewater changes of the
collector drain (as shown in figure 1).
Manholes are prefabricated of polytylene with a length of 1.50 m. sittrap os 0.40 m is
shown in fig 1.
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Trenches
Trenches are laid at both sides of the collector drains at a distance of 0,5 m to keep dry the
surrounding area of the collector drain.
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A

Fining
Fittings are placed on the collector drains to connect the lateral drain and maintenance
point, as shown in fig 2.
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Lateral drains
It is used from p.v.c. pipes, corrugated with a diameter of 50/72 mm and 65/57 mm.
depending on the drain distance and depth. A drainwrapping with a polypropylene fiber or
with a voluminary gravelfilter is the most suitable in the Marnewaard.
Kind of filters:
nylon net
coconut fibers
dry peat polypropylene
gravel.
Maintenance of the drainage system
After the execution of drainage system maintenance is still be necessary and very important
to increase the lifetime of the drainage system (fig 2).
Maintenance is carried out with:
flushing machines:
a. high pressure
b. medium pressure
c. low pressure
24

Now low pressure flushing machines are used; also medium pressure flushing
machines, when needed.
closed circuit t.v camera & video for:
a. tracing the drainage pipe inside
b. locating problem area accurately in a very short time without excavation,
indicator consists mainly of a transmittor and a receiver to locate accurately in a very
short time manholes lateral outlet.
*

Dikes and open canals

A dike is a water-retaining structure. In Holland dikes are very important to protect the low
lands and to reclaim the new polders as described before in "Zuiderzee".
The definitions of the different parts of the dike are shown in figure 1.
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There are two types of dikes:
a. the complete clay dike (old dikes)
b. the dike with a sand core (the better ones).
The height of the dike is calculated by:
crest level = highest expected water level + wave run-up + freeboard.
For the defence of the underwater slope fascine matresses or willow matresses are used.
The slopes above water can be protected using column basalt, rectangular blocks, or
concrete columns.
Between the two parts of the slope a toe is constructed.
Construction of dikes:
There are different steps for constructing a polder dike. But we will not elaborate on that in
the context of this report.
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Maintenance of dikes:
It is very important to maintain the dikes after the damage happened as soon as possible. It
is not known what may happen, if the repair does not take place in time. Repairing the
basalt slope, re-paring, repairs on slopes and fascines sawing must be done regularly.
Bank- and bedprotection for open drains:
a. bankprotection:
- for ditches in clay soil, slope protection is only needed at the outlets of drains or
sewage pipes.
- in sandy soil, it is important to apply protection for two places, the first place is the
toe; the second place is the intersection between water and the slope.
- the different ways for bankprotection are shown in figure 1 till figure 4.
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b.

bedprotection:
bedprotection is executed only near hydraulic constructions, such as weirs, sluices,
locks and culnarts. The protection may be made from rubber layer, concrete block,
compressed concrete or reinforced concrete, depending on the construction.
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Maintenance of ditches and canals:
a. the necessity of maintenance:
maintenance must be carried out due to these reasons:
1. stroaling in the canal and ditches caused by the transportation of soil from parcel
ditches, erosion of soil from the slope.
2. damage of slope protection which is caused by changing in water levels. Pressure
caused by freezing water, damages by animals and mechanical damages by mowingmachines and moving ships.
3. the growth of weeds.
b. methods of maintenance:
1. dredging:
dredging ditches takes place in Holland, every one or two years. This period will
increase to 20 years. This happens because the slopes are protected.
2. maintenance of bedprotection:
- bankprotection in good condition: the protection may be replaced after 12 years.
Filling up berms and slopes with soil, and small repairs are made every 5 years.
- protection in medium condition: the protection may be replaced after 4 - 1 2
years. Repairing the protection and filling up the berm and slope with soil are
done mechanically every 5 years.
- protection in bad condition: it is cheaper to replace the entire sheetpiling within 4
years.
3. mowing:
mowing the growth of weeds is carried out regularly every year. Mechanical
mowing is cheaper in Holland.
*

Quality control for drainage pipes

Introduction
In The Netherlands the factories must check the quality of the pipes continuously and the
results of the tests are written down in a logbook. The institute (KOMO 1983) is
responsible for checking the production and allowing the manufacture to market their
products with a certificate of the institute. The inspector of the institute visits the factory
about six times a year to check the production and to compare the results with the written
in the logbook.
Dimensions of p.v.c. pipes:
nominal
outside
diameter
d.
50
60
65
80
100
125

tolerances on
on average
outside
diameter

nominal
inside
diameter
d,
44.0
54.0
57.0
71.5
91.0
115.0

+ 0.5
- 1.5
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tolerance on
average
inside
diameter

+ 2.0
0

Perforation width:
width
of the
perforations
in mm

type B

type A
at least
0.9

maximum

at least

maximum

1.4

1.4

2.0

the length of the perforation should be at least equal to the width or larger,
perforation openings should not have burrs and similar defects.
Tests on p.v.c. pipes:
1. impact
4. homogenity
2. tension
5. shrinkage
3. compression
6. weight
The six tests mentioned must be carried out on the produced pipes every 8 hours after
placing the samples in cold water (at zero degree) for one hour.
•

Checking of installed drains

Checking grade deviations (levelling, collins)
If the deviation from the straight grade line is too big, the flow resistance which builds up
in the drain as the result of air locks in higher parts (fig 1) and silt deposits in lower parts
(fig 2) can be inadmissibly high. Every deviation from the straight grade line can cause a
large or small increase in flow resistance.

"<iy^^
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Requirement concerning grading precision
in order to prevent airlocks and deposits, the following requirements are necessary:
a. in fig. 3 the deviation (a, and a^ of the pipe in relation to the prescribed line may not
be more than half of the internal diameter (0.5 d).
b. in fig. 4 the deviation may not be so that, as a result the water can remain stationary in
the pipe above the axis of the pipe.
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Checking compliance with the requirements
a. levelling: the use of levelling is recommended to check the elevation of pipes by:
- the level of the drain pipe has to be checked every 20 meters, then any interval of
20 meters length must be checked every one meter.
- drains are levelled while the trench is still open.
- another problem connected with that method is that it is impossible to use it with
trenchless pipe-laying machines.
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b.

the collins: the basic part of the equipment is a hose which is connected at one end to a
fixed open container where the surface of water serves as reference level. At the other
end there is a measuring head (pressure transducey) slides into the drain pipe
transforming the hydraulic pressure into an electric signal which is proportional to the
difference in height between the level of water in the container and the level of
measuring head. The values measured can be represented graphically by means of a
plotter (fig. 5).

X

5
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*J3-5.
Checking abrupt blockade (rodding)
The abrupt disturbances were partly caused by:
defects in the pipe material and the connector sockets. This has been solved by the
introduction of official quality specification (NEN 7036, NEN 7080).
mistakes during the installation may be caused by defects of the drainage machines or
by injudicious operation by the personnel.
mistakes made during transport and storage of the material.
deficiences of the supervisor, based on visual observation during the installation.
In The Netherlands the problems described, have been pretty well solved by revising the
relation between the principal and the contractor , and by introducing a new control method
(rodding method). The check by rodding must be done after the contractor has installed the
drains.
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•

Comments

1. We think it is useful to rearrange this part of the course by dividing it into two parts.
The first part is about execution of drainage. The second is about maintenance and its
problems.
2.

We suggest to generalize the using of rodding equipments in Egypt to check newly
installed pipes.

3.

We suggest also to generalize the using of laying machines with laser to decrease the
deviation in levels.

4.

We suggest to use p.v.c. pipes for main collectors with p.v.c. joints to decrease the
possibility of sedimentation and manholes under the groundsurface.
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3.

Surveying
Period
Instructor
Main points

25th September 1990
Mr Dekker
* Introduction
* Basical references
* Computer aided mapping "CAM"
* Modem equipments
* Levelling
* Measuring procedure RWS Flevoland
* Procedure on topographical surveys
* Excursion
* Comments
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*

Introduction

To give an overview In modern land surveying, techniques with regard to discipline,
drainage developments, execution and maintenance. In between the process of developing
and realization we need several sets of tools and one of them is the tool of landsurveying.
*

Basical references

First the polder was explored by chaining the coordinate grid on "the old land". Once
having a main grid of X,Y,Z-coordinates the main roads, canals and bridges could easily be
set out by using these coordinate system.
*

Computer Aided Mapping (CAM)

Every mutation in topographical information has to be measured and put into maps to
inform about what you can expect with regards to maintenance of these areas. Apply a new
method of mapping instead of using old materials such as papers and film, and store data in
data base on large mainframe computers.
There is a hattrick in traditional mapping to withdraw themselves from renewing maps
every moment. They could control this problem by producing transparant overlay's on
basical maps.
*

Modern equipments

Equipments used in digital information to build up data base for computer aided mappping:
for roads and measuring tape they use cadastral information
in additional information they use modern "tacheometers" with a registration unit.
*

Levelling

To build up and maintain the grid of bench marks is one of the main tasks of the
landsurveying department, which is used for all kinds of purpose. The grid of "bench
marks" is related to converted datum point conferring to X,Y grid. They use 3 - 4
B.M./hectare. In most cases a closing error is assumed and measured height difference ..—
between the two "bench marks", there is a formula that closing error must be less than 7v 1
in kilometer levelling.
*

Measuring procedures RWS Flevoland

They calculate the desired coordinate by consulting the designers specification. So they can
set out coordinate points in the field.
The measurements will be calculated again and compared with the designed specifications.
They accept an error of approximately 3 cm or less.
*

Procedure and topographical surveys

The coding system is based on a so-called "left and right coding".
The landsurveyor composes the prospective maps by attaching an identity to all surveyed
information. He is not only responsible for fixing data but also chains entities to this data.
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*

Excursion
Visit to automatic data, recording equipments at the Smedinghuis
Measurement distance and angels between 3 points in field by tacheometers with
registration unit.

*

Comments

1.

We think that it is important to study who to use computer for this part or to study
surveying using traditional equipments.
We suggest to increase the time of this part.

2.
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4.

Drainage design
Period
Instructors
Main points

and research
27th of September - 3rd of October
Mr Hebbink and Mr Witteveen
* Watermanagement in newly reclaimed land
* Design of drainage system in IJsselmeerpolders
* Calculation of drain diameter
* Methods for determining hydraulic conductivity
* Tracing of drainage problems
* Comments
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*

Watermanagement in newly reclaimed Land

Factors effecting the design of watermanagement system are:
Meteorology. The figure shows the monthly rainfall and evaporation
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Management of the outside water
Land use
Soil
Reclamation
Geohydrology
Water quality

Watermanagement system. The elements of the watermanagement
system are already discussed in chapter 2, Drainage in agricultural area.
Location and sizes of the drainage system depends on:
hydraulic considerations
agriculture economy
navigation
discharge of waste water
specific ecosystems
parcel divide
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Design criteria for drainage ditches and canals:
design discharge
for field ditches 1.5 1/s/ha
for field ditches behind dikes 1.7 1/s/ha
for main ditches and canals 1.3 1/s/ha.
permissible rise in canals
20 cm once per year
40 cm once every 2 years
65 cm once every 10 years,
max. flow velocity o.25 m/sec
required freeboard during dry periods is 1.30 m for grass/ 1.4 for arable land/ 1.6 for
orchards. Target levels -5.2 and -6.2 m.
dimensions of canals also depend on maintenance and shipping requirements,
bottom slope in field ditches 0.20 m/km; no bottom slope in other ditches and canals,
free outflow of field ditches into main ditches at design discharge,
side slopes 1:1.5 - 1:2 in field ditches
1:2.5 - 1:4 in main ditches/canals,
water level rise by wind 1-1.5 cm/km
design of cross sections takes place according to manning formula
Q = Km A RM
*

S"3

Design of drainage system in IJsselmeerpolders

The maps used in investigations in Holland
a. scale 1:25,000/50,000 for
- choosing alternative sketchplans
- technical and economical study
b.

scale 1:10,000/25,000 for:
- feasibility studies
- selection of alternatives
- decision on execution by the authority of contractors

c.

scale 1:2,500/1,000 for:
- making lists of quantities
- preparation of the tender document

In Egypt we use:
a. topographical maps
b. updated top. maps
c. cadastral maps

1:25,000
1:10,000
1: 2,500
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Pre-drainage investigations.
a. In Holland:
- preparation of contour maps with intervals of 0.1 - 0.25 m
- preparing maps containing the infrastructures (land use, drains, canals ,roads
- preparing soil progil maps (to a depth of 1.5 - 2.5 m)
- depths of impervious layer
- predict the lower level for soil shrinkage
- determination of hydraulic conductivity by using:
° augerhole method in non cracked soil
0
profile pits in cracked clay soil
- depth of groundwater
- measuring the salinity of irrigation and groundwater
- measuring soil salinity and alkalinity
- determining infiltration rate
b.

)

In Egypt:
- preparing maps with scales 1:25,000; 1:10,000 and 1:2,500
- obtaining data in grid 500 x 500 m
° the depth of groundwater level
° hydraulic conductivity
c
collecting soil samples at depths 0.1; 0.5; 1.0; 1.5; 2.0 m below soil surface
- define the kind and texture of soil
- measuring soil salinity
- caution exchange capacity
- exchangeable ions
- PH
- alkalinity

Design criteria for subsurface drainage in The Netherlands
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

singular system is used
discharge capacity is 13 mm/day
depth of groundwater midway between drains:
0.20 m for grass
0.30 m for arable land
0.60 m at orchards
distance between draina ranges from 8 - 48 m (Hooghoudt experience) depending on
soil permeability
slope of drains = 0.04m/100m
drain depth ranges from 0.9 - 1.2 m depending on type of soil and land use
drain diameters = 65, 80 or 100 mm

Design of drainage
A. steady state
Hooghoudt equation:
8 K„.d.h. + 4 K,h2
J
L

=
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q = discharge (m/day)
K,= hydraulic conductivity in the layer above drainlevel (m/day)
Kfc= hydraulic conductivity in the layer below drainlevel (m/day)
d = equivalent depth of the impermeable layer below the drain (m)
h = elevation of the groundwater table midway between the drain (m)
q = design discharge (m/day)

I i I 4 I i \ M I * I

we estimate first L and from Hooghoudt eq. we get d.
L
D
we calculate = —
and
= —

from the table we get

= — from which we get d
r0
compare the value of d from step 1 and step 3
repeat the trials till the two values of d are equal
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B.

Ernst equation
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Calculation of drain diameter:

It should be determined in such a way that the capacity of carrying off the design discharge
is sufficient to avoid considerable overpressure in the pipes, because part of the available
hydraulic head is used for the flow through the pipe. For the design the most convenient
way is to express such relation in terms of the maximum drainable area, the drainage dut>
and the hydraulic gradient.
For corrugated p.v.c. pipes Ven and Dekker (1982) arrived at:
2270
* d3 * i0M

A =

(1)

q

For smooth pipes Wesseling found
769
A =

* d"14 * i0572

(2)
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where A = maximum drainable area (ha)
q = drainage duty (m/day)
d = inside pipe diameter
i = average hydraulic gradient (m/m)
The equation is derived on the following conditions:
full flowing clean pipes
medischarge is linear increasing from o at the upstream end and at maximum at the
outlet.

o X - olistUr-ft /fa** upstri(Lfn *.«#

r-zL

7=H
Figure shows head loss (Z) in a full-flowing drain pipe as a function of the distance (x)
and the resulting potentiometric curve.
For smooth transport collector the formula reads:
A = 432 * d2"714 * i0J72

(3)

It is common practice to reduce the maximum drainable area to 75% of the calculated area
in order to compensate for sedimentation inside the pipe. A similar safety factor should be
obtained when the available hydraulic head was lowered by 40%.
Lay-out of drainage systems.
Methods in the IJsselmeerpolders:
Laterals: ° 150 to 250 m long
° 1.10 m depth at the outlet
0
4 cm/100 m slope
c
65/57 mm diameter corrugated p.v.c pipes.
At the wider spacings of 24 and 45 m laterals:
° varying diameters 65/57 and 80/72 mm diameter corrugated p.v.c. pipes
° 10 or 20 cm/100 m hydraulic gradient.
The drainage duty equals the design discharge of 10 mm/day. Tables and graphs are used to
determine the necessary diameters.
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Methods in Egypt:
Laterals: 1.50 m b.s.s. at the junction with collector
10 cm/100 m slope.
For the collectors slope depends on the diameter of the pipe and the elevation.
for 15 cm pipes
6.8 or 10 cm/100 m
for 20 cm pipes
4 or 6 cm/100 m
for 25-45 cm pipes
3 cm/100 m
for 50-60 cm pipes
2 or 3 cm/100 m.
The outlet should be at least 0.25 m above the openwater level (bottom of pipe).
Drainage duties are:
° 2 mm/day for areas without rice or sugarcans
0
3 mm/day for areas with rice or sugarcans.
Reduction for sedimention and bad alignment:
0
40% for 15 and 20 cm collectors
° 25% for 25 to 60 cm collectors
° 25% reduction for composing collectors out of sections with different diameters.
*

Methods for determining hydraulic conductivity

The hydraulic conductivity is an important factor for the water transport process in soil.
This factor is used at the determination of drainspacing, irrigation losses and seepage.
Methods to determine hydraulic conductivity.
Field methods:
a. augerhole method
b. infiltrometer method
c. piezometer method.
a. Augerhole method:

S*5{£PTO sy/'^W-^'J/-*''!#7
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b. Infiltrometer method:
Principle: a ring is placed on the soil surface and struck for some centimeters into the
ground. In the ring a constant waterhead is maintained above the soil surface. The
amount of percolating water is measured.
c. Piezometer method:
Principle: similar to the augerhole method.
Application: for measuring the hydraulic conductivity of layers at great depths or of
separate layers in soil.
Limitations value corresponds only with the hydraulic conductivity of the direct
surrounding of the cavity.
Laboratory methods:
1. Kopecky method
2. Darcy-tank method
3. falling head parameter
4. drainline discharge method
5. pumptests
6. correlative method.
Kopecky method:
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Formula:
M,

Q
K = 864 * — * . . *
h+L

M,

Pumptests:
Principle: a hole is board into the soil to below the groundwater table. Then water is
pumped from the hole at a constant rate. The draw-down of the watertable is measured
at several distances to the borehole.
Application: for soils with a high hydraulic conductivity; for calculation of seepageflow; for establishing the effect of ground water-winning.
Limitation: laborious method, only applicable in homogeneous permeable soils.
*

Tracing of drainage problems

Flow of water from the agriculture land to the open ditches may be divided to four stages
as shown in fig. 1.
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Case 1 may happen due to the existence of impervious layer over the pipe drain. This layer
may be destroyed by ploughing the land (fig 2).
Case 2 may happen because trhe hydraulic conductivity is lower than the assumed value. So
accurate pre-drainage investigations are necessary (fig 3).
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Case 3 may happen due to the poor condition of the refilled soil or blockage of the
envelop. To solve this problem it is Important to choose the proper envelop materials (fig
4).
Case 4 may happen due to the blockage or damage of drain pipe. So accurate installation
and maintenance are necessary (fig 5).
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T

Causes of drainage failure:
1. incorrect fittings of joints.
2. damaged tubes.
3. damaged outlets.
4. clogging by soil particles.
5. clogging by roots.
6. clogging by chemical deposits.
* Comments
1. The part of tracing drainage problems is important to analyze the problems and how to
solve them.
2. We think that it is better to have a practical training on measuring the hydraulic
conductivity of soil.
3. We think that it is useful to study how to measure the discharge in sub-surface drains
to compare the theoritical discharge with the actual discharge.
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PART II. MANAGERIAL ASPECTS
Introduction
This part of the course consists of two main chapters:
Chapter 1: Background information on management.
Chapter 2: Practical management.
Chapter 1 consists of the following topics:
introduction into the management discipline
managerial behiaviour
human resource management
project management
The objectives of this chapter are:
improve our managerial skills and behavior
develop managerial capabilities of EPADP
make us look at the organization as a changing body
reduce resistance to change within the organization.
Chapter 2 consists of the following main topics:
organization of large scale farm
the used machines for reclamation and agriculture
reclamation activities
work study
time study
case study
The objectives of this chapter are:
make comparison between management in Egypt and Dir. Flevoland
determine the quantity and quality of equipment to be used in a project
attain the goals of the workprocess with a minimum of human effort, equipments and
materials.
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1.

Background information on management
Period
8th till 30th of October
Trainers
Mrs Beyer, Mr van Motman and Mr Brandenburg van den Gronden
Main points
* Introduction into the management discipline
* Managerial behavior
* Human Resource Management
* Project Management
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*

Introduction to management

a.

Management:

"To get things done through people in an organized, planned,
controlled manner, supported by excellent communication".

Cybernetic Management Model
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"What cannot me measured cannot be managed"
b.

Management systems
A comprehensive set of rates, measurements and management tools, designed to
support the objectives of the organization.
- profit organizations
- non profit organization
- government bodies
"The objectives differ, but the management principles are the same".
Organizations evolve, so do management systems.
- start
- succes
- control
- maturity
Success of the management system (=organization) depends on full understanding and
support of the people in the organization.
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c.

Organization types
1. Flat organization - Department oriented
2. Line organization - Department oriented
3. Matrix organization - process oriented/market driven
EPADP is a line organization (see figure).
The manager's job
A good manager gets things done through people; he/she does not doe the work
him/herself.
Delegation frees the manager to concentrate on a higher level of decision making,
rather than on details.
The first line manager: "the first one who tells people below him to do things they do
not want to do and the people above him things they do not want to hear".
Profile of an ideal manager; a combination of:
- intellectual
- salesman
- dreamer
- psychologist
- writer
- expert
- poet

d.

Standards and procedures
Objectives of documented policies, instructions.
1. consistent policies
2. consistent standards
3. consistent execution
4. consistent auditability
5. consistent measurement
6. consistent resource utilization
7. consistent management system.
The risk management procedure
- circumstances may call management to deviate temporarily from instructions and
standards.
- steps to be taken:
1. identify deviation
2. identify risk
3. determine duration period of deviation
4. document deviation, risk, duration and planned actio to return to 'business as usual'
5. get approval to proceed from two next levels of management
6. manage the risk and document the return to the 'business as usual' state of
operations.

e.

Management tools
Personal oriented, material and immaterial: -
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rewards
disapprovement
job profiles
personal objectives.
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Task oriented: -audits
- reviews
- 2nd opinions
- opinion surveys
- executive interviews
- job descriptions
- suggestion program
- communication bulletins
- organization news letters
- task forces
f.

Management techniques: - time management
- self assessment
Time management; basic question:
What % of the manager's time does he spend daily on the following topics?
- the system
° his boss
° his collegues
c
administrative tasks
- his subordinates
- daily routine tasks
- his own responsibilities as a manager
Advice:
- plan and schedule his time
- reserve time in his agenda for himself
- do routine matters at the end of the day
- finish whatever task he does, before taking up other tasks.
Self assessment:
- A methodology to do an examination of one's operations by one-self.
- The methodology is based on a Questionaire and an assessment of the status of each
of the Questions by means of a grade (1 =very poor; 10=extremely well) or simply
by 'yes' or 'no*.
- The result of the assessment should be matched against a 'protocol' to determine to
take action or not.
- It is extremely useful to conduct an assessment on one's own initiative, one is ahead
of potential problems and thus is time one's ally.
- Key to success is absolute devotion to integrity.
- Action plans must be feasible, realistic and realisation should be within one's
'Authority'.
- Attached is a self assessment case.
- Attached is also an assessment for a case study.

IF YOU ARE SUCCESSFUL, TELL IT THE OTHERS
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*

Managerial behavior

a.

Management and culture
- culture:
° the collective programming of the mind along our life through family, school and
organization.
- dimensions of national cultures:
0
individualisme versus collectivism
0
large versus small power distance
• strong versus weak uncertainty avoidence
0
masculinity versus feminity.
In general, there is no one way to manage, but management differs from culture to
culture.

b.

Presentation techniques
1. planning your presentation: before your presentation you have to answer four
questions:
- who is your audience?
who?
- what is the purpose of presentation?
why?
- what is the time available?
how long?
- what is the subject matter?
what?
2. structure of the presentation:
- introduction:
° present the theme or objective of your presentation
0
arouse the interest
- body:
° examples
° demonstration
° discussion
° illustrations
° questions
- conclusion:
° the conclusion should give a summary of the body in a strong, short way.
3. preparing the presentation:
- learning by heart
- using notes
- writing it completely
- combination of methods.
4. delivering the presentation:
- non-verbal style: posture, eye contact, gestures and voice
- verbal style: clarity, pace, variety, sentence.
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c.

Leadership
1. different definitions:
- it is making people to do what they don't want to do and liking it.
- it is the ability to influence a group toward the achievement of goals.
2. X.Y
X
Y
-X

Theory by McGregor:
people work the best when terrified
people work the best when the are rewarded
is a negative looking to people. They are loze and don't want to take
responsibility
-Y: is a positive looking to people. They need support and like to take
responsibilities.

d.

The situational leadership
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1. The four styles
S, Tell: It is high on directive behavior and low on supportive behavior. It is
appropriate style at the beginning of new tasks.
S2 Consult: It is high on both directive and supportive behaviors. This style is good
when the employee begins to take some confidence, but still requires direction and
encouragement.
Sj Co-operate: It is high on supportive and low on directive behaviors. It is used when
the employee knows what, when and how to carry out his work but needs
encouragement.
S, Delegate: It is good when the employee becomes skilled and has confidence to
accomplish the task. In other words, the employee is mature.
2. What is maturity?
maturity is defined as:
- the ability to take responsibilities
- the willing to take responsibilities.
*

Human Resource Management
-

Belbin's model
Stafford-Beer's model
Ellis model
Bossel's model
Yung's model

5 models were explained to us, we will only elaborate on Belbin's model.
Belbin's Model
Dr. Belbin's psychometric tests were used first to relate observed team behavior to
measured psychological traits and then when they had learnt how to identify people's team
role from their test results.To construct balanced teams and to predict the outcome of the
game. Four principal factors isolated by the tests were:
- intelligence
- dominance
- extroversion/introversion
- stability/anxiety
It was the balance of ratings on individual achieved on these four scales, plus scores on a
number of subsidiary measures, that determined which team role he would best fill.
Here are the eight team types which Dr. Belbin and his collegues have finally identifies:
1. Chairman:
strong point
weak point
c
good guide
° not creative
° good summarizer
c
respect by the young people
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

S.

Shaper:
strong point
° impulsive
° impatient
° self confident

weak point
c
intolerant
° not careful in relationship

Plant:
strong point
0
creative
° independent in thinking

weak point
° ideas are not always practical

Monitor evaluator
strong point
° almost always right
° good analyzer
c
critical

weak point
0
too critical
° too serious

Company worker
strong point
° very translating plants
° very systematic
° very practical
° very trustful
Finisher 'completor'
strong point
° strong person
° strict
° concerned
Team worker
strong point
c
popular

Resource investigator
strong point
° collector (information)
0
gathering data

weak point
0
not flexible
° not open 'ideas'

weak point
° restless
° intolerant

weak point
° difficult in taking a decision
c
avoiding conflicts

weak point
0
not so nice to people
0
not so careful in his relationship
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Project management

Objectives of project management:
the goals of project management are to complete the project
- on time
- within budget
- with quality.
The project
- full
- full
- full

manager should have:
authority
responsibility
accountability.

Project elements:
- the element which enclosed in contract and scope of work are:
0
pre-defined results
° pre-defined start/end
° pre-defined costs
0
pre-defined revenues
° pre-defined quality
- project unique elements:
° environment
0
staffing
0
communication
0
organization.
Figure shows a description for house building project and the different domains in project.
It gives also informations about the stages of payment.
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2.
i
t

Practical management
Period
: 8th of October till 2nd of November
Trainer
: Mr Penninkhof
Main points: * Work study
* Time study
* Case study
* Comments
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*

Work study

Objectives of work studies:
determine the quantity and type of equipment
promoting an efficient application of labour and equipment in workprocesses and
organizations
Attaining the goals of the workprocess with a minimum of human effort and of labour,
equipment and material.
Necessary items for making workstudies:
a. work supply
b. factors that may influence working time
c. weather-working time and no weather.working time
d. time schedule per day
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

*

work supply:
work supply is expressed in:
- area
- length
- weight
- volume etc.
An example for work supply in an area of 30,000 feddans for executing subsurface
drains shown in appendix 1.
occurences that may influence work time:
The period of 24 hours or longer can be devided as shown in appendix 2. See also
appendix 4 for effective time for machines in Egypt.
time periods in which work has to be executed:
It is necessary to be aware of the period of time during which work be executed to
gain positive economic results.
weather-working time and no weather-working time for field work:
This factor is very important in Holland but in Egypt no weather-working time not
more than 10 days. See appendix 3.
time schedule per day:
The effective time per day for laying pipes machines is shown in appendix 4.
Time study

The objectives of time study:
comparing working methods (choice equipment)
evaluating efficiency
planning
conjunction kinds of work
calculating
budgetting.
Practical time - motion study:
a time - motion study was made for two days on the first day, for delta-plow machine;
on the second day, for chain-digging machine.
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The procedures of time - motion study:
a. survey sheet:
- these sheets are used for recording time and activity progress
- the survey sheets for delta-plow machine
- the survey sheets for chain-digger machine
An example of these sheeets are shown in appendix 5 & 6.
b.

work out sheet:
- the work out sheets for delta-plow
- the work out sheets for chains! igger
An example of a work-out sheet is shown in appendix 7.

c.

construction of a work-norm and time-norm:
- the construction of time and worknorms for delta-plow and chain-digger machines
are given in table 1.

Table 1: Construction of time and worknorms; for laying pipes
construction elements

minutes per km drain
delta plow

chain digger

1-laying pipes
2-turning and driving back
-laying outfall pipes
-fixing of different diameters
-loading pipes
-displacing sighting boards and laser

2860

8250

3089

3081

Total

5949

11331

178

340

6127

11671

184

690

6311

12361
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123

6374

12484

1+2

3-short breakdown 3%
Total

1 + 2 + 3

4-losses due to organization during
the work 3% (1 to 3)
Total

1 + 2 + 3 + 4

5-personal caretaking
1% of (1 - 4)
Total

1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5
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The capacity of the machines:
1

V-plow =

x 60 = 0,94 km/hour
6374

chain digger =

x 60 = 0,48 km/hour
12484

Table 2.

Comparison between v-plow laying machine and chain digger machine based on
the field practice:

work
process

time per km
later length = 200 ms

time per km (cm in)
later length = 300 ms

v-plow

v-plow

1-laying pipes
2860
2-driving back
with compact. 1490
3-moving from
outlet to the
710
next one
4-lowering shoe
120
5-lifting shoe
165
6-fixing outlet
160
7-loading pipes
192
8-connecting two
pipes
72
9-replacing
—
sight boards
10-replacing
laser
180
11-fixing end
—
Total

5949

chain digger

chain digger

8250

2860

8250

1931

1490

1931

—

473

—

490
130
120
161

79
109
106
192

326
86
80
182

48

72

48

—

—

—

180
—

180
—

180
—

11331

5561

11083

Conclusions:
1. The effective time for laying 1.0 km using v-plow is approximately half the time by
using chain digger
2. The longer the drain the less the time for laying one km of pipes.
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*

Case study

Problem 1:
it is required to cover the area shown in map (1) with sub surface drains (area =
30,000 feddans)
the capacity of collector machine = 94 m/hour
the capacity of lateral machine = 218 m/hour
the time of execution = 2 years determine the no. of collector machines and later
machines.
Solution:
available days = 218 x 2 = 436 days
1. collector machines:
available time = 436 x 2.3 = 1002.8
length layed per machine = 1002.8 x 94 = 94.263 km2/2 years
length of collectors = 300 km2
300
number of machines =

= 3.18 machines
94.263

2. lateral machines:
available time = 436 x 3 = 1308 hours
length layed per machine for 2 years =
1308 x 218 = 285.10 km2/2 years
length of laterals = 3000 km2
3000
number of machines =

= 10.52 machines
285.1

How to calculate the cost of using the machine:
new price - second hand price
1.

depreciation costs =
life time x working hours per year
new price + second hand price

2.

interest costs =

x interest %
2 working hours per year

3.

repair costs:
the cost of repairing differ from country to another and depends also on the kind of the
machine

4.

fuel costs =

power of machine (HP)
x price of one litre
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Problem 2:
From time and motion study for v-plow & chain digger machines.
Calculate the costs per one hour for each one.
1. the new price for v-plow = / 475.000
2. the power of v-plow = 320 HP
3. life time (v-plow) = 10 years
4. the new price for chain digger = / 450.000
5. the power (chain digger) = 250 HP
6. the life time (chain digger) = 7 years
Solution:
1. v-plow machine:
475.000 - 47.500
depreciation costs =

= / 65.37 /hour
10 x (3 x 218)

475.000 + 47.500
interest costs =
2

20
1
x — x — = / 79.89 /hour
100
654

repair costs = / 50 /hour
320
fuel costs =

x
5

1
—
20

= / 3.2 /hour

Total costs = 65.37 + 79.89 + 60 + 3.2 = / 208.46 /hour.
2.

chain digger:
450.000 - 45.000
depreciation costs =

= / 88.47 /hour
7 x (3 x 218)

450.000 + 45.000
interest costs =

x
2 x 654

20
— = / 75.69 /hour
100

repair costs = more than v-plow = / 70 /hour
250
fuel costs =
5

1
—
20

= / 2.5 /hour

Total costs = 88.47 + 75.69 + 70 + 2.5 = / 236.7 /hour.
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Problem 3:
Calculate the costs/hour for a collector laying machine used in Egypt if:
1. the new price of the machine = / 600.000
2. the second hand price = 10% of the new price
3. life time of the machine = 10 years
4. the power of the machine = 400 HP
Solution:
600.000 - 60.000
depreciation costs =

= / 108 /hour
10 x (2.3 x 218)

600.000 + 60.000
interest costs =

20
x

2 (2.3 x 218)

= / 132 /hour
100

repair costs = / 70 /hour
400
fuel costs = - — x
5

1
—
20

=

/ 4 /hour

Total costs = 108 + 132 + 70 + 4 = / 314 /hour.
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Problem 4:
From problem no 3 and your experience about your work in Egypt.
Calculate the costs of laying one km of pipes using collector - laying machine including
the labour's costs.
Solution:
Usually we use 1 driver + 1 driver assistance + 8 labours to operate the machine.
50x365
driver costs =

=

/ 36.4 /hour

2.3x218

25 x 365
driver ass. costs =

=

/

18.2 /hour

2.3x218
8 x218
labours = 8 x

=

/ 27.8 /hour

2.3 x218
costs of the machine/hour

/ 314.0 /hour

Total costs/hour

/ 396.4 /hour

The capacity of the machine = 0.094 m/h
396.4
The total costs for laying pipes =

= / 4217 /km
0.094
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Problem 5:
Since it is necessary in Egypt to use excavator with v-plow machine to make the
connection between the collector and the laterals, determine the costs of using the
excavator if:
- the new price for excavator = / 140.000
- life time for excavator
= 15 year
- second hand price
= 2 0 % new price
- the power of it
= 70 HP
Solution:
140.000 - 28.000
depreciation costs =

= / 11.4 /hour
15x218x 3

140.000 + 28.000
interest costs =

20
x

(3 x 218) * 2

=

/ 25.69 /hour

100

repair costs =

/ 15.0 /hour

70
1
fuel costs = — x —
5 20

/

Total costs of the machine =

/ 52.79 /hour

0.70 /hour

30 x 365

driver costs = —
218 x 3

/ 16.74 /hour

=

10 x 365
ass. driver costs =

/

5.58 /hour

218 x 3
The total costs =

/ 75.11 /hour
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Problem 6:
from table 1 : 1) the capacity of v-plow = 0.94 km/hr
2) the capacity of chain digger = 0.48 km/hr
from problem 2: 1) the cost of v-plow = / 208.46 /hr
2) the cost of chain digger = / 236.7 /hr
from these data: compare the costs of laying 1.0 km of lateral by using the two
machines.
Solution:
Every machine of the two will need:
a. driver (1)
b. driver ass. (1)
c. labours (8).
50 x 365
the driver costs =

= / 27.9 /hour
218x3
25 x 365

the ass. driver costs:

= / 13.9/hour
218x3

4x218
the labours costs = 8 x

= / 10.7 /hour
3x218

the cost for

laying 1.0 km

chain-digger

v-plow

236.7 = 493.12
0.48

208.46 = 224.5
0.93

driver

27.9 = 58.12
0.48

27.9 * 30.00
0.93

ass. driver

13.9 = 28.96
0.48

13.9 = 14.95
0.93

labours

10.70 = 22.29
0.48

10.7 = 11.50
0.93

element

machine

excavator

Total

75.11 = 80.76
0.93
/ 602.50 /km

/ 361.60 /km
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Problem 7:
For the area mentioned in problem no 1 calculate the costs of laying collectors and
laterals.
Solution:
From the solution of problem 4:
- the cost of collectors laying = / 4217 /km
From the solution of problem 5:
- the cost of laying laterals = / 602.50 /km for chain digger and / 316.60 /km for vplow
Then:
- the cost of collectors = 300 x 4217 = 1,265,100
- the cost of laterals = 3000 x 361.6 = 1,084,800 (v-plow)
or
= 3000 x 602.5 = 1,807,500 (chain digger)
*

Comments

1.

Time study is important for our work in Egypt for calculating the number of machines
required for a project, compare and choice of machines and studying of machine
efficiency.
This part is very useful, it helps us to study the different items for making work study
taking into consideration the local conditions.
Time motion study must be used to evaluate if the new machines are feasible or not.
The good thing in this chapter is that Mr. Penninkhof has experience about the
working conditions in Egypt which helped us to make actual case study.

2.
3.
4.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

To our organization we recommend that the organization takes into consideration the
following:
- generalizing the use of laser equipment in pipe-laying machines
- the use of p.v.c. pipes for collectors to decrease the possibility of laying mistakes
and blockage
- executing manholes under ground surface to avoid the disturbance caused by the
farming machines
- introducing the use of rodding equipment for checking the newly installed drains
- providing the general directorates for drainage maintenance with enough flushing
machines to improve the maintenance works
- increasing the number of management courses, either in Egypt or in Holland to
improve the managerial skills of engineers
- studying the possibility of using Celta-plow machines for laying laterals
- increasing the motivation methods by rewarding people personally when they do
good work.

2.

To improve the course we recommend to take into consideration the following:
- to put managerial part before technical part, because management science is new for
Junior Staff and the participants are more motivated in the beginning of the course
- to keep the last week for report writing
- to increase the time of surveying to help the trainees know how to use the modern
equipments
- to give lectures about laser equipment and how to replace laser
- to discuss the Egyptian problems concerning execution and maintenance and the
possible solutions.
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Appendix 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The
The
The
The
The

length of collector = 2000 m. Cement pipes of different diameters.
length of lateral = 200 m
distance between laterals = 40 m.
distance between collectors is = about 440 m.
distance between manholes = 160 m.

Quantity:
1. collectors (cement pipes):
a. cj 6" = 45,000 m d. <f> 12" = 45,000 m
b. tf, 8" = 30,000 m e. c6 14" = 30,000 m
c. tj, 10" = 60,000 m f. tjs 16" = 90,000 m.
2. laterals:
p.v.c. pipes ci 80 m = 3000,000 m
3. crossings:
numbers of (T) connection = 5550
4. outlets:
number of outlets = 150
5. manholes:
number of manholes = 1950
6. blates = 1950
7. glazed pipes = 3900
8. required gravel for filter;
quantity = 2000 m3
9. required cement = 4600 ton
10 required sand = 8600 m3
11 2000 m3
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ANNEX
Integrated Management Course for Junior Staff of EPADP,
from 10th of September till 2nd of November 1990
Presented topics; part 1, technical aspects
*

General introduction:
- Cooperation between Egypt and The Netherlands
- Organization of landreclamation
- The Netherlands

*

Drainage Execution and Maintenance:
-

*

Drainage in urban area
Drainage in agricultural area
Dikes and open canals
Quality control of drainage pipes
Checking of installed drains

Surveying

Drainage design and research:
-

Watermanagement in newly reclaimed land
Design of drainage system
Calculation of drain diameter
Method for determining hydraulic conductivity
Tracing of drainage problems

Presented topics; part 2, managerial aspects
*

Introduction into the management discipline:
- The meaning of management
- Management systems, organization types, standards and procedures,
business control and management tools
- The role of the manager
- Management techniques

*

Manager behavior:
- Cultural differences
- Presentation techniques
- Situational leadership
81
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- Problemsolving/decisionmaking
- Cases and excercises

Human Resource Management:
-

Stafford-Beer's model
Ellis' model
Belbin's model
Bossels' model
Yung's model

Project Management:
-

Project definition
Project unique elements
The project manager
How to implement a project
Case study

Management practice:
- Introduction into management practice
- Time and motion studies
- Case studies

Other activities
•

Excursions to Flevopolder
Aquatech exhibition
Lauwerszee Project
Wavin pvc factory
Surveying Department
Factory of drainage machines
Delta works
Factory of flushing machines
Factory for concrete

Several fieldvisits for practice and demonstration

Preparation of assignments to make presentations with the use of visual aids

*

Evaluations:

- daily learnersreports
- course report
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